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The top quark is the heaviest known 
(elementary) particle

Why BSM and top?



Why BSM and top?

The Sun

Proton

Star in the R136a cluster 
in the Tarantula Nebula

Top

M ⇡ 171 MJ

Wolf-Rayet star, the 
most unusual star type.

The top quark is the heaviest known 
(elementary) particle

In perspective, if the sun…



The top quark is the heaviest known 
(elementary) particle

Why BSM and top?

Only fermion with O(1) couplings 
to the Higgs boson (EWSB).

Must play a role in BSM physics 
addressing the EWSB mechanism!



Why BSM and top?
“Carneade! Chi era costui?” 

Who is, really, the top?

Don Abbondio, “I promessi sposi”, 
chapter VIII

Is the top just an ordinary 
quark? 

What is the nature of the top? 

Why so much heavier than the 
other fermions? 

What is hiding behind the top?



Why BSM and top?

Don Abbondio, “I promessi sposi”, 
chapter VIII

Summary of the talk: 

1) Tell me what you decay into, and 
I’ll tell you who you are! 

2) Coupling therapy: how does it 
couple to the rest of the SM? 

3) Better alone, or in “bad” company?  
What comes along the top quark? 

“Carneade! Chi era costui?” 

Who is, really, the top?



1) Rare top decays
The current status looks already impressive:



1) Rare top decays
What improvements in the near future?

Combinations of different 
channels? 

BSM model expectations need to 
be updated to current bounds! 

Decays into light BSM states can 
be included!



1) Rare top decays
t -> u/c a, where “a” is a light pseudo-scalar

From 1808.10323

Axion-like Particle



1) Rare top decays
t -> u/c a, where “a” is a light pseudo-scalar

From 1808.10323

Axion-like Particle

From 1902.06890

Light composite pNGB

M7

M5



1) Rare top decays
t -> u/c a, where “a” is a light pseudo-scalar

Dominant final states:

Note: different final states can distinguish  
the models behind the singlet a! 

t ! u/c a !

8
>>>><

>>>>:

j � � ; all masses

j b b̄ ; ma < mZ

j Z � ; ma > mZ



EW couplings crucial to id the top as an elementary quark, 
like the others.

2) Top EW couplings

ttZ is the only access 
to the Z couplings 

we have so far.



Couplings to the Higgs test the role played by the top in the 
generation of mass (EWSB)

2) Top EW couplings

Ex: ATLAS w. H -> 4l (2004.03447)

Direct probe of the top Yukawa 

More statistics allows to probe tails for 
New Physics



Couplings to the Higgs test the role played by the top in the 
generation of mass (EWSB)

2) Top EW couplings

1905.03772

tthh coupling crucial in 
composite Higgs models: 

it emerges from non-linearities

Note: gg->hh also received other 
New Physics contributions!

HL-LHC



2) Four tops
ATLAS

CMS /

CMS offers some 
interpretations: 

ex: indirect bound on 
the top Yukawa



2) Four tops
In composite Higgs models with top partial compositeness 
scalar octets are ubiquitous (and exotic sextets possible).

(see 1507.02283)

SSL pair angles 
can distinguish  

sextet from octet.

2) Four tops



3) the company of the 
top?

SUSY stops (and tt + MET) well covered

With proper rescaling, applies to fermionic partners
see 1607.02050



3) the company of the 
top?

SUSY stops (and tt + MET) well covered



3) the company of the 
top?

composite top partners: non-standard decays 
see 1803.00021

T ! t a [a ! gg]
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1908.07524 2002.12220 (Les Houches Proceedings)
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3) the company of the 
top?

composite top partners: non-standard decays 
see 1803.00021

1908.07524 2002.12220 (Les Houches Proceedings)

T ! t a [a ! bb]



Top decays to non-SM light states. 

Can SM cross sections constrain top 
partners? tt+XX… 

Multi-top production interpretations: are we 
being complete and inclusive? 

Any connection between top and lepton 
universality violation? (RK)

Top BSM questions 
(beyond EFT)


